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BUSHFIRE ASSESSMENT REPORT  
Fjellheim Lodge -  

91 Burramys Rd Perisher Valley 

Fjellheim Lodge - South Aspect   
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Summary  
This report made in February 2022 is to accompany a Development Application for 

Fjellheim Lodge, located  at 91 Burramys Rd in Perisher Valley.  It has been 

prepared following the guidelines in the NSW Rural Fire Service Section 6.6 Alpine 

Resorts  

Vegetation  

The surrounding vegetation of Fjellheim Lodge can be described, using the Keith 

Vegetation Group Table  A1.12.7 classification as follows  

North & North- West  

Short mixed heath / Alpine complex with scattered dead snow gums .  

South & South- West  

Short mixed heath / Alpine Complex with tall heath in the form of sparsely distributed 

live snow gums and some scattered dead snow gums 

East  

Short mixed heath / Alpine complex and some sparsely scattered dead snow gums  

West  

Short mixed heath / Alpine complex with tall heath in the form of sparsely distributed 

live snow gums and some scattered dead snow gums 

Slope & Bushfire Attack Level   

The degree of slope of the land surrounding Fjellheim  Lodge was calculated using 

the “distance and ruler” method with results as shown in the table attached and in 

the photos below  

North    - 5 -10 degrees - Downslope - Distance 7-<11m  - BAL 19 

South   - 0 - 5 degrees - Upslope      - Distance 6 -<8m  - BAL 29 

East     - 0 - 5 degrees - Flat      - Distance 12-<100m - BAL12.5 

West / Sth West   - 0 - 5 degrees - Flat     - Distance 6 - <8m - BAL 29  

Reticulated Water Supply  

There is a hydrant to the east, adjacent to Burramys Rd approximately 50 meters 

from the Lodge and a further hydrant to the north also adjacent to Burramys Rd 

approximately 150 meters from the Lodge and below Huski Lodge 

 

NSW Rural Fire Service  Table  A1.12.7  

Determination of BAL - FFDI 50 - Alpine Areas  
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North & North- West Short mixed heath / Alpine complex with scattered dead snow 

gums  

Photo 2 Vegetation - North  West (2)  

Photo 1 Vegetation - North 

Vegetation  - Keith Vegetation Group  
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South & South- West  

Short mixed heath / Alpine Complex with tall heath in the form of sparsely distributed 

live snow gums and some scattered dead snow gums 

East  

Short mixed heath / Alpine complex and some sparsely scattered dead snow gums  

Photo 3 Vegetation - South  

Photo 4 Vegetation -  East 
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West  

Short mixed heath / Alpine complex with tall heath in the form of sparsely distributed 

live snow gums and some scattered dead snow gums  

Photo 3 Vegetation - South  

Photo 5 Vegetation - West  
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 North effective down slope 5 - 10 degrees  - BAL 19

Marker at 80m 

Slope  

Marker at 80m 

Photo 5 North  
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 South effective up slope 0-5 degrees - BAL 29 

 

 

Marker at 50 m 

Photo  6   -South 
South=  

Marker at 50m 
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 East  effective slope flat 0-5 degrees - BAL 12.5  

Marker at 50 m 

Photo  7  - East  

Marker at 80m  
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  West effective slope flat 0-5 degrees - BAL 29

Photo  8   - West  

Marker at 50m 
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Reticulated Water Supply  

50m to Lodge  

Photo 10 Primary Hydrant  
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Site plan & location of utilities  

Photo 11 Secondary Hydrant  

150m to Lodge  

EXTERNAL LPG 210 LTGAS TANK  ELECTRICITY MAINS BOX  
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 Site plan showing new 

entry renovation  
The new lower entry renovation is located on a previously 

excavated entry area of  8 sqm and directs egress, as required in 
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case of emergency, directly toward an unimpeded  space, clear of vegetation and 

the open space of the road.   

New entry renovation  

Large granite rock  
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DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT 
Situation 

The Fjellheim Lodge, located  at 91 Burramys Rd in Perisher Valley, is a two level 

lodge built on a cement slab at the lower level and brick pillars on the upper level.  

The external walls are on cement block foundations which are clad in granite for the 

lower level and are cedar clad on the upper level.The development proposed is a 

minor renovation to the lower entry to meet emergency regulations by enclosing a 

previously excavated entry and un-vegetated area of approximately 8 sqm and 

consequently will provide direct egress, as required in case of emergency, directly 

toward an unimpeded external space which is clear of vegetation and the open 

space of the road. The renovation of the lower entry also will provide safer and more 

convenient access and egress for members during winter. No increase in 

accomodation facilities is involved.  

A summary of construction of these renovations follows. 

Lower Entry Renovation 

The renovation of the lower entry is to be constructed with granite faced cement 

brick walls on a cement slab and adjoining the existing granite faced cement brick 

walls of the existing building lower level, on a new cement slab with a clip-lock metal 

gabled roof to match the existing skillion roof of the existing building upper and lower 

levels.   

A  new entry creating an outer recessed vestibule will be cut into the wall of the 

existing building, leading to a permanently unlocked inner door leading from  the new 

outer recessed entry through that to a lower level entry vestibule in which there is an 

existing  security door entry to the lodge.  

The new lower level unlocked inner vestibule will also contain the mains meter 

electricity box which is to be relocated from its current position to provide safe all 

season access to it and a new garbage room. 

Bathroom Renovation 

The renovations of the bathrooms include small metal framed double glazed 

windows to the northern and southern walls of the upper level of the lodge to provide 

natural light into the bathrooms. These windows were approved in 1997 at the time 

of the renovation of the lodge but not installed at that time.  

The rest of the bathroom renovations are and update in presentation and entirely 

internal an do not interfere with existing fire prevention facilities which include an 

internal fire hose located adjacent to these bathrooms. 

Compliance  

These renovations will comply with construction regulations AS 3959 as required. 
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Fjellheim Lower Entry Renovation   

New enclosed area  New entrance 

throuexisting  

Area to be enclosed 
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Photo 10 Primary Hydrant  

New enclosed area 

Retained skillion roof Proposed gable roof 
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